We show that Correspondence Analysis (CA) is equivalent to defining the Gini-index with appropriately scaled one-hot encoding. Using this relation, we introduce nonlinear kernel extension of CA. The extended CA gives well-known analysis for categorical data (CD) and natural language processing by specializing kernels. For example, our formulation can give G-test, skip-gram with negative-sampling (SGNS), and GloVe as special cases. We introduce two kernels for natural language processing based on our formulation: a stop word (SW) kernel and a word similarity (WS) kernel. The SW kernel is a system introducing appropriate weights for SW. The WS kernel enables the use of WS test data as training data for vector space representations of words. We show that these kernels enhance accuracy when training data are insufficiently numerous.
Introduction
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) are well-known multivariate data reduction techniques. These two methods are analyses of a correlation or variance-covariance matrix of a multivariate quantitative dataset. CA is an analysis of CD.
Also, CA is a statistical visualization method for picturing the associations between the levels of a two-way contingency table. To illustrate CA, one might consider the contingency table presented in Table 1 , which shows data well known as Fisher's data [4] for eye and hair color of people in Caithness, Scotland. The CA of these data yield the graphical display presented in Figure 1 . Figure  1 shows the correspondence between eye and hair color.
PCA is the eigenvalue decomposition of a covariance matrix. CCA is the singular value decomposition (SVD) based on the matrix representing correlation with modification of the average and the inhomogeneousness. CA can be regarded as SVD of the covariance of CD with modification of the average and inhomogeneousness like that of CCA. And the Gini-index is another way of addressing the variance of CD. Okada [11, 10] reported that defining the Giniindex using one-hot encoding on appropriately rotated space yields reasonable values for the covariance. This research describes the rotated Gini-index with modifying inhomogeneousness is equivalent to CA.
Picca et al. [13] introduced nonlinear kernel extension of CA. Niitsuma et al. [9] introduced nonlinear kernel extension of the rotated Gini-index. Equivalence between CA and the modified Gini-index can define more general nonlinear kernel extension of CA. Calling this nonlinear kernel extension kernel Correspondence Analysis (KCA), we note that gives well-known analysis for CD and natural language processing by specializing kernels. For example, our KCA can give G-test, skip-gram with negative-sampling (SGNS) [8, 6] , and GloVe [12] as a special case.
We apply KCA to natural language processing. Especially we specifically examine vector representations of words. Mikolov et al. [8] introduced dense vector representations of words referred to as word2vec. The vector representations give meaning subtraction or addition operations of the vectors. For example, the analogy "King is to queen as man is to woman." is encoded in the vector space by the following vector equation: king − queen = man − woman. Sometimes CA also has a similar property. For example, we can see the vector equation: (eye:dark) − (eye:medium) = (hair:dark) − (hair:medium) in Figure 1 .
Levy et al. [6] showed that skip-gram with negative-sampling (SGNS), which is one of word2vec, can be regarded as analysis of the two-way contingency table in which the row represents a word, and the column represents context. [6] showed that SGNS is the matrix factorization of pointwise mutual information (PMI) of the contingency table. Actually, PMI can be regarded as a log-scale representation of a contingency table. We formulate this mechanism within KCA by providing the appropriate kernels. 
Correspondence Analysis
Actually, CA is a generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD) 1 based on a contingency table for two categorical variables such that
where N is an n r × n c contingency table, with entries n ij giving the frequency with which row categorical variables x r = i occur together with column categorical variable x c = j. In addition, x r ∈ {x t c = 1 t r stands for the total number of observations. where 1 = (1, 1, 1...) t . E denotes an identity matrix. D(v) stands for the diagonal matrix for which diagonal entries are the components of vector v.ȖŜV t = Ξ is GSVD of Ξ so
Usually CA use the following matrix for the visualize instead of usingȖ andV .
For example, let us consider the contingency table presented in Table 1 . The table presents the joint population distribution of the categorical variable for eye color x eye ∈ { fair red medium dark black} and the categorical variable for hair color x hair ∈ { blue light medium dark}. For these data, r = (718, 1580, 1774, 1315) t , c = (1455, 286, 2137, 1391, 118) t , and n = 5387. CA using Fisher data is associated with the following GSVD. 
Gini's definition of Variance and its Extension
A contingency table can be constructed using the matrix product of two indicator matrices of
where
H r is the n×n r indicator matrix of x r . e r (x r ) is one-hot encoding of x r . a 1 ..., a n represent the observations. x r (a b ) is the value of x r of b-th observation.
is the value of x c of b-th observation. For example, the one-hot encodings and indicator matrix of x eys in Fisher's data are
eye (eye color of n th person))
H hair can be constructed similarly. The contingency table of Fisher's data is
Based on each observation, we can define the Gini-index as
Gini-index is the variance of a categorical variable [5] .
A simple extension of this definition to the covariance σ
give reasonable values for the covariance σ 2 (x r , x c ) [11] . Okada [11, 10] shown using rotated one-hot encoding provides reasonable values for the covariance of CD:
where R is a rotation matrix to maximize the covariance. We can rewrite Eq. (13) using Ξ, which is used in CA.
Here we use the following relation
One can solve the maximization problem by differentiating the following Lagrangian.
Therein, Λ is a Lagrange multiplier. The conditions for this Lagrangian L to be stationary with respect to R are R t Ξ = (Λ + Λ t ). This result demonstrates that (R t Ξ) must be a symmetric matrix. We can give a solution to this maximization problem using the following SVD.
It is readily apparent that R = U V t satisfies all necessary conditions. One can conclude that R = U V t is the solution of the problem (13) . Recalling that CA is the GSVD of Ξ, then the GSVDȖŜV t = Ξ can be computed using SVD ofÛŜV
as shown below.Ȗ = D(r)
Substituting this relation to Eq. (13) produces the following.
The following relations show that the solution of this optimization problem is R =ȖV t . And we can say CA is equivalent to the problem (21).
Based on these relation, we introduce scaled one-hot encoding as the follow-
It is noteworthy that
Substituting this relation into problem (21) yields the following.
It is readily apparent that this problem defines the rotated Gini-index using scaled one-hot encoding. This generalized Gini-index is equivalent to CA.
Non-linear extension
This section presents an attempt to generalize CA as possible to generalize while keeping the relation between Gini-index and CA. Let us introduce nonlinear mapping Φ r , Φ c and operators on nonlinear mapped spaces: ⊖ r , ⊖ c , ⊖, ⊕. Rewriting the problem (29) using this nonlinear extension yields the following.
Consider expansion of this expression using below rules:
We consider the case of how to evaluate an expression including the operators ⊖, ⊖ r , and ⊖ c , which are not defined. Subsequently, we move these operators outside parentheses. To move the operators outside parentheses, some rules (31)-(36) are useful. In these rules, rewriting the left-hand side to the righthand side moves the operators outside parentheses. Applying these rewriting rules to the problem (30) of yields the following.
When ⊕ = +, and introducing kernel matrices K r and K c to be 
subject to
Specifying the operators and kernel matrices provides various well known analyses for CD and natural language processing. Table 2 presents the relation between the specification and known methods. Linear CA is a simple CA without the nonlinear extension. Levy et al. [7] showed GloVe [12] is matrix factorization of sifted PMI. Based on that discussion, one can regard GloVe [12] as that of the KCA, as shown in Table 2 . When some element of a contingency table is zero: n ij = 0 then PMI = −∞. The G-test for contingency tables can avoid this problem. Let us call SVD of Ξ when X ⊖ Y = X(log X − log Y ) the G-test in this research.
Kernels for Natural language processing
In this section, we specifically examine vector representations of words. We consider the following contingency table
where #(w, c) is the number of times that word w appears in context c. Using this contingency table, we can formulate SGNS as one specialized KCA, as shown in Table 2 . Linear CA and G-test also provide vector representations of words using the contingency table. KCA can introduce tunable weights for stop words (SW) using the following kernel as
(45) where StopWordVector(α) = (..., 1 + αδ i∈Stop Words , ...)
is the vector for which the weight α is added when i-th world is SW. We designate this mechanism as a stop word kernel.
When we have datasets about similarity scores between two words, the scores The 100 dimensional word vectors presentations are evaluated by comparing ranking of their cosine similarities and the ranking in the test dataset. The rankings are compared using Spearman's σ. We also show the SGNS result for comparison. Table 3 presents evaluation results. Linear CA provides vector representations of two types: F and G . We present the results of these two representations. We also show G-test results. The results for Linear CA and G-test with SW kernel and WS kernel are shown as "with SW" or "with WS" in the table.
Although Linear CA and G-test have no tunable parameters, these results are comparable to SGNS. In most cases, the SW kernel enhances accuracy. The WS kernel enhances accuracy slightly in some cases.
Conclusion
We demonstrate that Linear Correspondence Analysis (CA) is equivalent to defining the Gini-index with rotated and scaled one-hot encoding. Moreover, we attempted to generalize CA as possible to be able to generalize while maintaining the relation between the Gini-index and CA. Kernel Correspondence Analysis (KCA) is introduced based on the nonlinear generalization of CA. KCA gives various known analyses for categorical data and natural language processing by specializing kernels. For example, KCA can give G-test, skip-gram with negative-sampling (SGNS), and GloVe as a special case. We introduce two kernels for natural language processing based on KCA. The proposed mechanism is evaluated by application of the problem of vector representations of words. Although Linear CA and G-test have no tunable parameter, these results are comparable to those obtained for SGNS. Additionally, we show that kernels with tunable parameters can enhance accuracy.
